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file to Android Studio I created a Java project in android studio and I
need to run it as.jar file. I created.jar file through eclipse. I tried to
create a.jar file through Android Studio and couldn't succeed. My

questions is how to add.jar file to Android Studio project? A: It's not a
question of studio or eclipse. The libraries have to be present in the same

place. So download from the download website, place the class
files/resources into your Android Studio project and you're set. A

suspected Home Office spy was on the flight from Dublin last night
when Irish cops made the arrest, it has emerged. Fianna Fáil are raising

questions about the man’s passage through Air France without being
subjected to security checks. “He was on a flight to Dublin, I don’t know
the exact route but he was flying on Aer Lingus for the short journey,”

said political correspondent Michael Murphy. READ MORE: Suspected
CIA spy arrested in Dublin He added: “I saw him in a lot of the

newspapers as the security issue in Dublin – he was responsible for the
security apparatus for the Republic of Ireland for quite some time. “It’s

good that there is some action taking place after a long time and it’s great
to see someone arrested. “It’s not clear whether or not this person was

actively working for the security services or not. It’s not clear whether he
was actively employed by the security services or not.” The man was
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arrested on Tuesday night when he arrived at Dublin Airport. Taoiseach
Leo Varadkar said he was “a former security advisor for the Irish

government” and that his arrest “demonstrates that we must be vigilant
when it comes to security
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